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First dates

“Love is a numbers game”
Cupid?
How was it for us?
How was it for us?
Did we find love?

- Evaluation of success criteria
- Acknowledge position on the value chain
- Time / capability investment
Reflections

• Success (S) is a function of
  • Purpose (p)
  • Mutual understanding (u)
  • Time (T)
  • Maturity of relationship (M)
  • Fora for interaction – need for the restaurant (R)

\[ S = M + R \]
Where \( M = puT \)
Criticality of the first date restaurant

- Catalysts for the community
- Assess maturity of relationship
- Seed funding
- Important for accelerating impact pathway
- Continuity is key – a plea…. 
Joint FCERM Programme website: http://evidence.environment-agency.gov.uk/FCERM/
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